
Agni Data Sheet

At Your Service for Cognos TM1

Quickly Find What You Need with the Powerful Search Engine 

Cognos TM1 is a powerful and exible tool, but information is often scattered and di
nd. T . This slow 

and clunky search process ends up detracting from the tasks at hand.

Agni® solves this agonizing searching process in TM1 so that you can perform your job more 
ciently. Agni is a powerful tool full of built-in searching capabilities that allow you to quickly 

nd the information you need to complete your tasks. 

Agni searches through TM1 cubes, clients, dimensions, chores, TI processes, and other objects to 
deliver answers to your questions around:

• Performance
• Security
• Administration

Safely Manage Security Settings in a Sandbox Environment

Agni’s Security Sandbox can transform hours of debugging into minutes, as it lays out all of the 
information you need in one location. Additionally, you can visualize the results of a proposed 
security change to see if it impacts any clients or groups. If you want to implement a new security 
requirement from the sandbox, a process can be created on your server for you to run and make 
the proposed changes. 

functionality

Visualize the impact of security 
changes before implementing

Ease how memory usage is tracked

documenting security in TM1 

Quicker alternative to Architect on a 
remote desktop

Impact of Security Changes in TM1 
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Uncover Where Memory Usage is Contributing to Poor Performance 

It is imperative to have a well performing TM1 system. Memory consumption is one of the main 
contributors to poor performance in TM1. Therefore, you must monitor your environment and 
stay on top of where performance issues are lurking. 

Agni allows you to visualize which cubes and dimensions are consuming the most memory 
through responsive pie graphs. You can quickly see what could be contributing to slow TM1 
performance. Select multiple cubes to compare, or drill into the larger cubes to further 
investigate memory usage.

Improve Collaborative Work

Share your detective work results with others to streamline your work�ows even further. Agni 
provides an export feature for you to conveniently document and share your search �ndings in 
Excel spreadsheets so you can easily collaborate with other stakeholders. This export feature is 

particularly helpful for auditing and documenting security settings.  
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